individuals with defective hepatic glucose-6-phosphatase, an essential enzyme in glucose homeostasis, who suffer with profound fasting hypoglycaemia. Clinical manifestations of the disease include hyperlipidaemia, renal disease and hepatocellular adenomas (HCA). In such patients, hepatic adenoma complications, or severely impaired metabolic control, are uncommon but recognised indications for liver transplantation.

We present the case of a 27-year-old woman with GSD-1a, who suffered with a plethora of secondary complications. Despite a complex dietary regime and extensive adjuvant medical treatment, her metabolic derangements remained resistant to treatment. She was initially referred for liver transplant due to recurrent episodes of life-threatening pancreatitis (secondary to hyperlipidaemia). Ultimately her multiple hepatic adenomas were accepted as indication for transplant. Due to the nature of her indication, her transplant priority was low, and she received an Orthotopic Liver Transplant (OLT) 3 years after referral. Although the adenomas appeared stable on regular pre-transplant MRIs, her explant sample showed histological evidence of hepatocellular carcinoma. Post-transplant, this patient’s glucose metabolism and coagulopathy has resolved. She was initially treated for acute cellular rejection with good results. Her renal function remains stable and she reports a much improved quality of life.

Both the European and American College of Medical Genetics (ACMG) GSD1 guidance mentions OLT as a therapeutic option for adenomas suspicious of malignant transformation. This case highlights the shortcomings of using possible HCA transformation as a principle OLT indication. Serum markers are proven to be unreliable in patients with GSD1, and both MRI and CT are poorly predictive of transformation. In waiting for clinical features to develop as suggested by the ACMCG, such as rapid enlargement or haemorrhage, patients risk dissemination of disease. The success of OLT in this patient suggests that severely poor metabolic control should be a more prominent recommendation for transplantation in GSD1a.

There is evidence detailing post-liver transplant complications in GSD1a, with particular concern over post-operative renal function. Contrasting papers report promising long term outcomes. Due to the rarity of this condition, guidance is important to document cases such as this one to contribute to GSD1a literature.
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Decompensated Cirrhosis Care Bundle - First 24 Hours

Decompensated cirrhosis is a medical emergency with a high mortality. Effective early interventions can save lives and reduce hospital stay. This checklist should be completed for all patients admitted with decompensated cirrhosis within the first 6 hours of admission.

1. **Investigations**
   - **a)** Blood cultures
   - **b)** Urine Dip/MSU
   - **c)** Perform ascitic tap in all patients with ascites using green needle irrespective of clotting parameters and send for ascitic PMN/WCC, culture and fluid albumin
   - **d)** Record recent daily alcohol intake

2. **Alcohol** - if the patient has a history of current excess alcohol consumption (>8 units/day Males or >6 units/day Females)
   - **a)** Give IV Pabrinex (2 pairs of vials three times daily)
   - **b)** Commence CIWA score if evidence of alcohol withdrawal

3. **Infections** - if sepsis or infection is suspected
   - **a)** What was the suspected source?
   - **b)** Treat with antibiotics in accordance with Trust protocols
   - **c)** If the ascitic neutrophils >0.25 x 10^9/L (>250/mm^3) [i.e. SBP] then give:
     - **I)** Treat with antibiotics as per trust protocol
     - **II)** IV albumin (20% Human Albumin solution) 1.5g/kg (20g of albumin in 100ml of 20% Human Albumin Solution)

4. **Acute kidney injury and/or hyponatraemia** (Na <125 mmol/L)
   - AKI defined by modified RIFLE criteria
     - 1: Increase in serum creatinine ≥ 26μmol/L within 48hrs or
     - 2: ≥50% rise in serum creatinine over the last 7 days or
     - 3: Urine output (UO) <0.5mls/kg/hr for more than 6 hrs based on dry weight or
     - 4: Clinically dehydrated
   - **a)** Suspend all diuretics and nephrotoxic drugs
   - **b)** Fluid resuscitate with 5% Human Albumin Solution or 0.9% Sodium Chloride (250ml boluses with regular reassessment: 1-2L will correct most losses)
   - **c)** Initiate fluid balance chart/daily weights
   - **d)** Aim for MAP>80mmHg to achieve UO>0.5ml/kg/hr based on dry weight
   - **e)** At 6 hrs, if target not achieved or EWS worsening then consider escalation to higher level of care

5. **GI bleeding** – if the patient has evidence of GI bleeding and varices are suspected
   - **a)** Fluid resuscitate according to BP, pulse and venous pressure (aim MAP >65 mmHg)
   - **b)** Prescribe IV terlipressin 2mg four times daily (caution if known ischaemic heart disease or peripheral vascular disease; perform ECG in >65yrs)
   - **c)** Prescribe prophylactic antibiotics as per Trust protocol (cefuroxime unless contraindicated)
   - **d)** If prothrombin time (PT) prolonged give IV vitamin K 10mg stat
   - **e)** If PT> 20 seconds (or INR>2.0) – give FFP (2-4 units)
   - **f)** If platelets <50 – give IV platelets
   - **g)** Transfuse blood if Hb <7.0g/L or massive bleeding (aim for Hb >8g/L)
   - **h)** Early endoscopy after resuscitation (ideally within 12 hours)

Please place in medical notes

Continues overleaf.
6. Encephalopathy

- Look for precipitant (GI bleed, constipation, dehydration, sepsis etc.) Y N
- Encephalopathy – lactulose 20-30ml QDS or phosphate enema
  (aiming for 2 soft stools/day) Y N
- If in clinical doubt in a confused patient request CT head to exclude subdural haematoma Y N N/A

7. Other

- Venous thromboembolism prophylaxis – prescribe prophylactic LMWH (patients with liver disease are at a high risk of thromboembolism even with a prolonged prothrombin time; withhold if patient is actively bleeding or platelets <50) Y N NA
- GI/Liver review at earliest opportunity (ideally within 24 hrs) Y N

Name..........................................................Grade..................Date........................Time........................

---

**Decompensated Cirrhosis Care Bundle - First 24 Hours**

The recent NCEPOD report 2013 on alcohol related liver disease highlighted that the management of some patients admitted with decompensated cirrhosis in the UK was suboptimal. Admission with decompensated cirrhosis is a common medical presentation and carries a high mortality (10-20% in hospital mortality). Early intervention with evidence-based treatments for patients with the complications of cirrhosis can save lives. This checklist aims to provide a guide to help ensure that the necessary early investigations are completed in a timely manner and appropriate treatments are given at the earliest opportunity.

- Decompensated cirrhosis is defined as a patient with cirrhosis who presents with an acute deterioration in liver function that can manifest with the following symptoms:
  - Jaundice
  - Increasing ascites
  - Hepatic encephalopathy
  - Renal impairment
  - GI bleeding
  - Signs of sepsis/hypovolaemia
- Frequently there is a precipitant that leads to the decompensation of cirrhosis. Common causes are:
  - GI bleeding (variceal and non-variceal)
  - Infection/sepsis (spontaneous bacterial peritonitis, urine, chest, cholangitis etc)
  - Alcoholic hepatitis
  - Acute portal vein thrombosis
  - Development of hepatocellular carcinoma
  - Drugs (Alcohol, opiates, NSAIDs etc)
  - Ischaemic liver injury (sepsis or hypotension)
  - Dehydration
  - Constipation

When assessing patients who present with decompensated cirrhosis please look for the precipitating causes and treat accordingly. The checklist shown overleaf gives a guide on the necessary investigations and early management of these patients admitted with decompensated cirrhosis and should be completed on all patients who present with this condition. The checklist is designed to optimize a patient’s management in the first 24 hours when specialist liver/gastro input might not be available. Please arrange for a review of the patient by the gastro/liver team at the earliest opportunity. Escalation of care to higher level should be considered in patients not responding to treatment when reviewed after 6 hours, particularly in those with first presentation and those with good underlying performance status prior to the recent illness.

---
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